MEDIA RELEASE
VAC, JOY 94.9 and Switchboard partner to recognise volunteers at innaugural L.O.V.E. —
LGBTI Organisations Volunteer Event
10 MAY 2017 - Last night, as part of National Volunteers Week, the Victorian AIDS Council
(VAC) partnered with community radio station JOY 94.9 and LGBTI telephone and webchat
counselling service Switchboard Victoria to host L.O.V.E. - LGBTI Organisations Volunteer
Event. Held at St Kilda Town Hall, the event recognises the vital contributions volunteers
have made to the work of these three organisations in supporting LGBTI communities.
While JOY and VAC volunteers regularly combine forces with the Laird Hotel at Northside
Bizarre each October, this is the first time the three community organisations have partnered
together to recognise the substantial contribution of volunteers.
L.O.V.E. sees the three LGBTI community organisations combine forces to recognise and
celebrate the remarkable contribution of volunteers on a grander scale. The event recognised
a number of long-serving volunteers having served at least 5, 10, 15, 25 and even 30 years
of service as a volunteer.
“Volunteers are the lifeblood that keeps organisations like ours alive,” said VAC CEO Simon
Ruth. “Without our volunteers, none of us could operate the services we provide to the
community. It is only fitting that we celebrate and formally recognise the longstanding
contribution volunteers have made.”
JOY CEO Tenille Moisel added, “JOY is thrilled to work with VAC and Switchboard to recognise
our volunteers for the tremendous support they provide our organisations and the broader
LGBTI community.”
Switchboard General Manager, Jo Ball highlighted the collaborative nature of volunteers in
our community.
“Considering that many Switchboard volunteers also volunteer at VAC and JOY it only makes
sense to hold a joint event. As we all know, we are stronger together, and I look forward to
continuing to find projects that VAC, Switchboard and JOY can collaborate on.”
The event included performances from the Melbourne Rainbow Band and invited guests
include City of Port Phillip Mayor Cr Bernadine Voss with Victoria Police Gay and Lesbian
Liason Officers (GLLO) Gabby Tyacke and Travis Costelow to host the event.
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